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Editors introduction
London Independent Photography Magazine aims to present contemporary 
work by independent emerging and established fi ne art photographers. Our 
approach is guided by a wish to explore the motivations and philosophies 
behind the visual through a combination of text and images. In this way we 
hope to inform and inspire our readers with different concepts, approaches 
and ideas within photographic practice.

In this issue we have tried to introduce a loose common theme. The idea 
was to guide the reader through a collection of photographic work, encour-
aging a dialogue between the individual pieces.

As a winter edition we hope to evoke a sense of the cold, fl eeting and 
deserted landscapes often left to rest after the bustling summer months. 
The ambiguous play with presence and absence reappears throughout 
these pages, oscillating between a sensibility for the imaginative power 
of emptiness and a more dreamlike atmosphere of memory and an acute 
awareness of the passage of time.

Britt Hatzius
Editor

About London Independent Photography

LIP is an informal forum for independent photographers that has been      
established for nearly 20 years, bringing together practitioners with differ-
ent backgrounds and levels of expertise interested in developing their skills 
and personal approach to photography.

LIP organises a programme of practical workshops, master classes and 
talks as well as various exhibitions throughout the year. It has satellite groups 
across London which meet regularly to discuss members’ work.

Our magazine is currently published three times a year and is free to mem-
bers. 

Annual Subscription: £ 22, concessions £16 (students and OAP). Applica-
tion details can be found on our site www.londonphotography.org.uk.

Satellite Groups: 
Small informal groups meet approximately once a month to discuss each 
others’ work, plan exhibitions and just share ideas.  The structure, content, 
times, dates, and frequency of the meetings are left to the individual groups 
to decide for themselves. Non-members as well as members are welcome 

The following is a list of Satellite Group Co-ordinators:-

Croydon   Sam Tanner 020 8689 8688 

Ealing   -  020 8567 8574 

Greenwich  Nina Othen 020 8858 8351   

Harrow   Alison Williams 020 8427 0268  

Muswell Hill  Quentin Ball 020 8444 5505 

Queens Park  Brian Rybolt 020 8961 7767 

Shorditch   John Stead 0797 1460788

South East London  Yoke Matze 020 8693 8107 

Woolwich   Dave Mason 020 8854 7157 
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Isidro Ramirez: 
Closed for Winter 

“Eddie: You know, it’s funny. You come to some place new , and 

everything looks just the same” 
Jim Jarmusch 1984, Stranger than Paradise

Tourism development has been spatially focused on 
the beach since the 1950’s as has the slogan of the 
four S’s of tourism: sun, sand, surf and sex. The coast 
has become one of the fastest areas of growth for the 
tourism industry and European views of the beach are 
embodied by notions of utility.  This has replaced the 
worship of the sea and the image of nature dominating 
human existence (1). 

Excluding resorts on tropical islands or in the Caribbean where the 
seasons do not play such an important role, on the whole, coastal 
resorts follow the natural rhythm of the seasons.  Most beach 
resorts in Europe have periods in the summer when they peak and 
times when they close for winter. ‘Rhythms imply repetition and 
can be defi ned as movement’ (2), Lefebvre continues by clarifying 
the different kinds of rhythms. The ones that concern us here are 
the ‘cyclical rhythms’ such as the natural cycles of the moon, the 
sun, the stars, the tides and the seasons. These cycles affect the 
economies, professional occupations and leisure activities of the 
resort’s inhabitants.

An empty and bleak landscape, the tarmac, a fence dividing and 
separating the space, the vast emptiness of the sea, the grey 
and cloudy sky and there in the centre stands what remains of a 
basketball panel (Cape Trafalgar 01). This image makes me question 
the functionality of this place. You are invited to stop and look, to 
contemplate this ‘monument’. Perhaps this is not what its developers 
intended, as this image suggests a disconnection between design 
and usage. The architect works with a fl at surface, a blank sheet 
of paper on which something is reproduced. The architect believes 
that these marks left on the paper correspond to something that 
will, eventually, exist in the real world (3). The fi rst assumption is to 
believe that these designs will be faithfully transformed into tangible, 
real places. The second assumption is to expect the consumers of 
these places to follow the predicted ways of usage as envisaged by 
the architect. 

In the winter these places remain static, without function, waiting 
for the next warm sunny day. The elements gradually invade the 
features in the landscape. The weather takes over from the visitors 
and tourists as its only inhabitant, changing the landscape, eroding 
the infrastructures and the signs of human interaction. But there is 
also a sense of purpose in these places, the design and lay out are in 
some cases conducive to the activities they offer. Look at the distant 
hills, soaking up the sun while taking a break from daily obligations, 

walk along the path to see and be seen (Lake Como 02). The only 
incongruity is the lack of activity in a place that is well suited for it. 
Therefore Closed for Winter also presents us with an experience of 
non-participation.

‘The Dialectics of the house and the universe are too simple, and snow, 
especially, reduces the exterior world to nothing rather too easily. It gives 
a single colour to the entire universe which, with one world, snow, is both 
expressed and nullifi ed for those who have found shelter’ 

(Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space)

Intrinsically, photography has certain unfi nished, ambiguous qualities. 
On the one hand it can reveal and convey meaning and on the other 
this meaning or signifi cance can be inaccurate, ambiguous and 
unreliable. It is precisely the partial nature of photography that makes 
possible this paradox. This is a fundamental topic in photographic 
theory and relates closely to the issues I explore in my work. This 
ambiguity, this partial meaning photography has to offer is, indeed, 
one of the main components of my photographic practice. I try to 
deceive and manipulate the senses when photographing. I am not 
interested in showing the true qualities of what I photograph.

I have photographed these places for the last fi ve years; during this 
time I have experienced the landscape in ways I would not consider 
depicting in a photographic form. The smells, the wind, the rain, 
the smoke, the company, cold and warm weather, and people who 
stopped to ask me what I was doing. All these experiences are mere 
anecdotes and nothing to do with the ideas behind this project. 
Indeed, in order to allow the viewers to bring their own experiences 
into this collection of images I have endeavoured to empty them 
of mine. I have let the metaphorical snow cover every inch of my 
photographs, removing all information that was unnecessary. The 
photographs then, I hope, become empty landscapes. These are 
places of inner immensity where we can wonder with our eyes and 
fi nd our own daydreams (4). 

Therefore, we become the architects of these internal spaces, creating 
our own world of meanings and functions. These out-of-season 
resorts are vacant spaces with multiple utilities. On the one hand the 
obvious functions they have been designed for and on the other hand 
anything we can imagine. ‘Immensity is within ourselves’ (5)

(1) Hall, Page (1999) The Geography of Tourism and Recreation, London: 
Routledge (2), (3)Lefebvre, H (1996) Writings on Cities, Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishing (4), (5) Bachelard, G  (1964) The Poetics of Space, Boston: 
Beacon
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Alghero 03, 2001
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Gibraltar 01, 2001
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Lake Como 02, 2003
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Genoa 01, 2003
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Gibraltar 01, 2004
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Photography today is consumed by an overbearing 
awareness of what is politically correct. In this climate, 
photographers face an ever increasing challenge to truly 
record what they see.

This challenge has encouraged me to look at beach photography; 
to position myself with regard to an alternative point of view and 
different treatment of the medium. I constructed these images 
deliberately to remove them from the documentary real. The visually 
arresting colours and lack of detail engages the imagination of the 
viewer to caress the superfi cial imagery and interpret what lies 
within. The fence line distances the viewer further from the chance 
identifi cation and lays down a subtle demarcation.

Through careful treatment of the medium during the execution, the 
images provide a painterly quality with a diffused aesthetic which 
helps remove us from the every day beach scene banality.

Beached Landscapes are a series of images voyeuristic in nature 
and representative of an invasion of seaside fun, involving no consent 
from those captured in frame. However, these images neither 
compromise the subjects or the position of the photographer. The 
narrative suggests clear demarcation between documentary style 
voyeurism and the surreal abstract.

James Reid: 
Beached landscapes 
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Lidos: 
An interview with Laura Braun

Written by Deepa Naik

Over the course of a winter, Laura Braun photographed 
temporarily disused Lido’s in London. Here she talks to 
Deepa Naik about her project.

Most Lido’s in London represent a very specifi c architectural and 
social history of the city - predominantly built in the early part of the 
20th century, many of the buildings remain essentially unchanged. 
You spent a winter photographing several of these spaces – paying 
particular attention to architectural details (concrete changing 
room stalls, plastic steps leading into an empty pool, hose pipes 
fastened to a red brick wall) and yet the series isn’t about creating an 
offi cial visual record of these sites. Could you talk about your works 
relationship to the documentary form?

In my work I often choose subjects that could be interpreted as 
documentary – I have photographed empty spaces at the edges 
of London and the remnants of old downtown Los Angeles. Yet, 
my intention is not to record what is there physically or even to 
politicise and tell a story, but to convey my subjective experience 
of a particular location. This is mostly about elusive things such as 
feelings and atmosphere. With the Lido project I was interested in 
evoking memory through the architectural details and not in creating 
a record of the physical spaces.

During the last few decades there has been a trend to close public 
pools and Lido’s in London, resulting in an increasing number of 
derelict and abandoned spaces. I am interested in your choice not 
to photograph these Lido’s, in relation to memory, and instead to 
concentrate on places that were only temporarily disused (closed 
only for the winter). 

I did in the beginning think about photographing permanently closed 
swimming pools. I changed my mind as it became clear that in such 
places too much information would have gotten in the way of what I 
wanted to concentrate on. A permanently closed space very quickly 
becomes something else; a derelict building, a squat, a car park... 
I was not interested in that. I was interested in swimming pools. A 
temporary abandonment allows for a link between the function and 
the space to remain. Lidos are perhaps more effective in stirring 
up memories. For many people they have strong associations of 
childhood and summer attached to them. I found the juxtapositions 
of winter and summer, of past and present interesting.

It is this sense of being in between that interests me in this body 
of work. These aren’t neglected sites. Instead, they are in a kind of 
limbo - in the space between the static and movement; between 
being closed down and reopened to the public. 

This leads to my next question concerning the use value of space. 
Lido’s are purpose built social spaces and yet you avoid explicit 
portrayal of their function. Devoid of people and out of season, the 
images reveal empty swimming pools, stacks of plastic chairs and 
hose pipes leading nowhere – elements often hidden from public 
view. Photographing unused or ‘unseen’ fragments of the city is a 
theme that re-occurs in your work. What motivates this?

The unused is often unseen and it is true that I have dealt with 
unused sites in my work in the past but I think in the end it is more 
about the “unseen”. I like to discover. I fi nd unusual places exciting. 
They suggest and give insights in ways that the places we are used 
to moving in don’t. Unseen and unused spaces are very open to 
interpretation, perhaps that is part of what attracts me as well. With 
the Lido project, I was interested in suggesting a sense of waiting 
and the passing of time. By photographing disused Lido’s, I wanted 
the images to go beyond function and instead evoke memories. 
These fragments, which are often overlooked, offer the potential for 
a personal exploration of architectural spaces. 

There seems to be a sort of atmosphere of absence fl ooding through 
the series of photographs, in part formed by the quality of winter 
light. What role did light play in your process of thinking and making 
these images?

Light in the winter is fl at and cold. For me, it has a melancholy and 
lonely feel that creates the sense of absence and of stillness that 
you describe. This is very much part of the project and one of the 
reasons I chose to make the images during the winter season - 
although of course I had very little infl uence on the light.  It is part 
of what these locations conveyed to me and what I want to convey 
through the images.

Laura Braun is an artist based in London. Her recent exhibition 
Real, Fake and Imagined was shown at the Brighton Photo Fringe, in 
collaboration with Permanent Gallery. 

Deepa Naik is a London based writer, artist and curator. 
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Ania Dabrowska: Memory Espionage
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The developments in digital technology have led to a 
change of photography’s status in the communications 
industry, which in turn has led to an appropriation of 
photography as a new form of popular language. The 
use of mobile phone cameras, and those like them, es-
tablishes photography as ‘a new slang’ and an everyday 
activity in mass culture. I created this series of compo-
sitions in 2002 and early 2003 as a response to these 
developments.

The work is an affi rmation of the art of photography, a celebration of 
what was then a very new low-resolution aesthetic. It embraced the 
technological simplicity of a matchbox, toy-like digital camera with a 
resolution of 100K pixels, a wide angle fi xed plastic lens and no ap-
erture controls. What this device allowed me to do was to ‘harvest’ 
daily amounts of images very easily, and then to construct narrative 
landscapes/ still lives from small – often surprising images.

Our culture is undergoing a phenomenally rapid development 
caused by, or expressed through, the acceleration in technologi-
cal advances. Changes in digital photography over the last 3 years 
produced in many practitioners an obsession to keep up with these 
developments in the pursuit of perfection and stories of frustration at 
the rate of change are commonplace.

In this context, it is interesting to re-visit this series of images taken 
with such a basic camera. I realize that a way of seeing and the lon-
gevity of an image do not depend on the ‘perfection’ of a technologi-
cal device. In fact, a certain unique aesthetic can be attributed to the 
equipment’s ‘imperfections’. I do not mean to say that technological 
advances are not important or interesting, I merely think we should 
endeavour to re-focus on the ideas and dynamics of the image.

Ania Dabrowska: Memory Espionage
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Members portfolio: 

Peter Herbert
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Fran Minien
A juxtaposition: two photographs taken along the British Coastline 
and two of the Indian Seaside in 2005, capturing impressions of the 
tradition, culture and eclectic use of these two different kinds of 
beach landscapes.
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New Mexico: Desert Landscapes

Every year Quentin Ball organises a photo-
graphic trip from London to the  American 
Southwest. In March this year, a group of 
six LIP photographers visited New Mexico, 
seeking to capture a definitive landscape 
image of the region. Following on from our 
last edition (ed.4), this issue presents work 
by Quentin Ball, John Tolliday, Chris Ennis, 
John Kenny, Peter Jennings and Jeanine 
Billington. 

Quentin Ball returns to the American Southwest  
in April 2007. 
For more information, visit www.quentinball.com

Jeanine Billington

John Tolliday



Quentin BallQuentin Ball

John Tolliday
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Chris Ennis
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Andy Hughes: 
Dominant Wave Theory

It is the end of the day. The vastly long beach stretches 
out to the sea, empty, it seems, of any human presence. 
The expanse appears wide and open, dominated by 
shades of grey and blue in the sea and sky. 

In this landscape of British coastlines the photographer Andy 
Hughes discovers a world of bright colours, shapes and textures. 
He focuses his camera on details that are most often overlooked or 
viewed with a superfi cial disgust: debris scattered along the sandy 
ground beneath your feet. 

Instead of simply documenting found objects, he creates desirable, 
seductive compositions. Besides the wonderful minute and 
careful attention to detail, the images radiate an eerie aura of “too-
perfectness’, with their almost overpowering sense of beauty, some 

of them bordering on kitsch. The chosen viewpoint and dramatic 
lighting in these stills makes the found objects seem staged and 
unreal.

The opposition he suggests in these seemingly banal relics points to 
the temptations that haunt the consumer when acquiring objects in 
daily life, the remains of which create the tide of non-biodegradable 
debris in the material that fl oats, lasts forever and accumulates 
endlessly in unexpected places. The point he makes is clear: “The 
very beaches we seek out as physically and psychically restorative 
refuges are as irretrievably polluted as our toxic hinterlands“ (Lena 
M. Lencek in ’Dominant Wave Theory’). 
What does this leave us with? Nothing but an urgent feeling of 
disgust and a desire for change.

The fi ve short texts accompanying the photographs illustrate 
some of the social and political issues emanating from Hughes’ 
work. Although the texts might refl ect the deeper-felt motivations 
that lie behind this collection, they are only shadows of the actual 
images, which leave one with a strange sense of awe and some 
understanding of the awfulness of waste and pollution.

Dominant Wave Theory by Andy Hughes
First published in 2006 by Booth-Clibborn Editions, London

Andy Hughes graduated with an MA in Photography from the Royal College 
of Art in London. He has been awarded various commissions and residencies 
by major institutions, including the Millennium Fund, South West Arts and the 
Tate Gallery St.Ives and has been involved with numerous organizations to help 
raise awareness of pollution issues that effect the marine environment. For 
the last ten years, since moving to Cornwall, he has been taking photographs 
of rubbish found along the beaches. The title of this book refers loosely to a 
scientifi c term used in the prediction and observation of wave models – which 
relates closely to his passion for surfi ng. 

Written by Britt Hatzius
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The Photo book: A History volume II
By Martin Parr & Gerry Badger
Publisher: Phaidon Press
Price £45 LIP members price £40.50

The long awaited second volume of this book 
is a fascinating addition to the fi rst. As with 
most photography book collectors I grabbed 
it to see what I had fi rst, then poured over 
what I didn’t. Volume II brings the selection 
right up to date. Beautifully illustrated with 
three dimensional covers and spreads - as 
with volume I - we really get an impression 
of the photo book as ‘object’. With attention 
to design and a brief commentary on each 
book and its contents you are left with 
a hunger to hunt down and fi nd nearly 
every book. Covering the American photo 
book since the 1970’s, European photo 
book since the 1980’s and the worldwide 
photo book it is intriguing to compare the 
differences and similarities in design and 
subjects covered. Especially intriguing is 
the commissioned company photo book 
whereby private enterprise enters the artistic 
dialogue. The picture editor also receives 
attention allowing us to appreciate the skill 
involved in such a task and true asset to the 
genre that they provide. Although it may not 
seem to be a book to sit and read cover-to-
cover The Photo book: A History volume II is 
an essential guide to existing and budding 
collectors everywhere. My advice is to look 
at everything then read a chapter carefully, 
refl ect upon it and work your way through it 
slowly. By the time you reach the end if you 
weren’t hooked on the photographic book 
already, you will be.    

Saul Leiter : Early Color
Publisher: Steidl 
Price: £35 / LIP members price: £31.50

Taken from 1948 – 1960 Saul Leiter’s ‘Early 
Color’ is a stunning book. His studies in 
theology and later as a painter in New York 
where he met Richard Pousette-Dart, an 
Abstract Expressionist painter, all culminate 
to provide some of the infl uences and a 
philosophical approach to the photographic 
medium. Leiter’s painterly methodology 
procures exquisite results as a different 
kind of street photography. His photography 
is a mass of layers of texture and colour 
working in harmony with his instinctual eye 
guiding the lens. The abstraction of forms 
are created by seeing these layers and lining 
up a composition as it exists, without using 
soft focus. Having a keen sense of the depth 
of fi eld allows for an abstraction of multiple 
forms, fi gures and architecture to be lined up 
– thus conveying a beauty to the world with 
his masterful gaze. By avoiding stark details 
he delivers a sensitive palette of softness to 
even the straightest of linear forms. A crisp 
white shirt in the sun sits perfectly against 
the dark brown hues of the doorway behind 
it, complimented by the cream woodwork 
of the frame is just one example of the 
simplicity of form that attracts his eye. Look in 
wonderment at this work. I implore any artist 
not to learn something from his incredibly 
perceptive talent.

so the story goes
Photographs by Tina Barney, Philip-Lorca 
di Corcia, Nan Goldin, Sally Mann & Larry 
Sultan. 
Publisher: The Art Institute of Chicago
Price: £16.00 / LIP members price: £14.40

The accompanying catalogue to the 
exhibition at The Art Institute of Chicago 
explores how photographers’ have used their 
cameras to record their own personal life 
stories. As a discursive example, the choice 
of fi ve eminent, yet distinct photographers’ 
is inspired and the book is a wonderful 
introduction to their work at a very affordable 
price worth the essays alone. Although each 
body of work is also available in its entirety in 
individual books, seeing the carefully chosen 
selection in this catalogue alongside each 
other beautifully illustrates the similarities 
of fondness for their ultimately diverse lives 
and the people they share it with. The whole 
plethora of family life is played out before the 
camera, from the harrowing domestic abuse 
suffered by Nan Goldin, the innocence 
of Sally Mann’s children, Larry Sultan’s 
perceptions of the realities of old age through 
his parents, the ambiguity’s of di Corcia’s 
narrative images and Barney’s affl uent East 
Coast settings. Despite the large disparities 
of class and photographic technique, there is 
an unmistakable tenderness here from each 
photographer towards his or her subject, 
which comes through in a variety of ways. 
This book reminds us all that no matter where 
we come from or how we live there is beauty 
in family life that we all should treasure.

Photobooks: Recommendations 

Written by Laura Noble,
The Photographers’ Gallery Bookshop. Please note  all prices are correct at time of going to press. 
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‘Amerika’
By Gerry Johansson

America remains a source of constant 
fascination to many photographers’ and the 
re appraisal and interpretation of a country 
so deeply embedded in our minds still 
has surprises to offer. Gerry Johansson’s 
book did just that for me. His beautifully 
composed and exquisitely printed black and 
white photographs glimpse into, often quiet 
moments of the everyday, which are imbued 
with the human condition. They come 
through in a layered collage of textures, 
objects vehicles, buildings and landscapes 
both lush and baron. His informed 
compositions combine the purist approach 
of Edward Weston and the emotive nature of 
Walker Evans work, whilst, at the same time 
displaying the objective eye of favoured by 
Lee Friedlander and abstraction of Aaron 
Siskind. Johansson’s weighty plethora of 
skills so often lacking in the current trends are 
a breath of fresh air.  It is a delight to observe 
and in a society of instant gratifi cation, a 
photographer who’s considered approach 
results in a cohesive book, which I implore 
you to buy.
 

Based on the feedback that I have received so far the exhibition appears to have been 
very well received, that is in no small part due to the standard of the work received 
from members, which was excellent.

354 photographs were submitted, of these 136 prints were chosen for exhibition by 
our judges.  A total of 74 individual members submitted prints, and 58 submitted 4 or 
more prints which is excellent news as we continue to encourage groups of work.  

Our selection panel this year comprised of two highly respected individuals Dr. Ri-
chard Sadler and Sarah McIntosh, they approached the task in a very thorough and 
professional manner reviewing all of the 350+ prints a number of times before making 
their selections.  Avril provided her house for the selection and lunch, Carol Hudson 
assisted with advice on curation.

The exhibition hanging took place on Saturday 14th September. Prints where de-
livered by the members, curated by Carol Hudson and Virginia Khuri, then hung by 
our team of volunteers (Peter Jennings, Brigitte Flock, Edward Lee, Gareth Roberts, 
Howard Martin, Nancy Gault Stefanie Kappel and Quentin Ball.

The private viewing, the following Sunday, was well attended, with the chance to view 
the exhibition and to meet the exhibiting photographers.  Light refreshments were 
provided throughout the day by Clare Glenister.  We received excellent feedback on 
the quality of the photographs, the curation/hanging and the standard of the boards 
which had been refurbished earlier on on the year by Dave Mason, Davis Solomons, 
and myself.

As ever kind thanks are due to the Cottons Centre for allowing us to use their venue 
especially Brian Hobbs (Centre Management) and Rochelle Kleyn (Marketing/ Pub-
licity). I would also like to thank Dave Mason for organising transport, erecting and 
dismantling of the boards, Brain Keane for organising design and printing of labels, 
invitations and posters and above all Avril Harris who provided an enormous amount 
of help and experience, and with without whom the exhibition would not have run 
nearly as smoothly as it did.

Last but not least a big thank you to all the members who submitted work of such a 
high standard.

John Stead
Exhibition Organiser

LIP welcomes any suggestions, comments and constructive criticism on this years exhibition, 
please feel free to email me directly (exhibitions@londonphotography.org.uk) with your thoughts 
on how we can take the exhibition forward next year.  Should you wish to be involved in organis-
ing, or just providing general help at future exhibitions, please email me at the same address.

Organising the      
18th LIP Annual Exhibition
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Written by Rachel Rogers

Uncommon Ground
Photographs by Nicholas Sack
Publisher: Crosstown Arts Press

‘Uncommon Ground’ displays a diverse mix of black and white 
photographs from Nicholas Sack, comprising of street observations, 
landscapes, corporate portraiture to the remnant art of billboards.

Throughout it is apparent that Sack has a strong graphical eye using 
shape and line, inherent to the urbanity of cities, to produce eye 
catching imagery.

One division of the book titled, ‘The Man in the Street’ is exactly that 
and focuses on people going about their daily lives in London as 
well as American cities.  An intriguing aspect of street photography 
is not only the ability of the photographer to see the unusual in the 
everyday but also to capture these moments. The photographer 
achieves this by engaging with Henri Cartier-Bresson’s concept, ‘the 
decisive moment’ where he spoke of images made in a fraction of an 
instant that otherwise would go unobserved.  Sack’s observations 
refl ect this philosophy of street photography, albeit in a calculated 
and subtle manner. The delicate interplay between the protagonists 
in the street photographs and their surroundings create a tableau of 
modern urban life, often incorporating a slight sense of the absurd.

Although I personally feel that introducing colour would inject a 
contemporary feel to Sack’s photography, particularly with the 
billboard imagery, the graphical impact of his work is apparent 
throughout. ‘Uncommon Ground’ encourages us to re-examine our 
modern, urban milieu that would otherwise mundanely fade into the 
background of our busy lives.

Book features 

Written by Ramsay Holden

The Art of Collecting Photography
By Laura Noble
Publisher: AVA,

To approach such a broad and daunting subject in a single volume, 
one has to tackle a confusing web of interrelated issues, from the 
history of the medium itself to an understanding of the values and 
market forces that drive the art collectors market.

Noble approaches the subject in a refreshingly clear and 
uncomplicated manner, the book divided into chapters that cover 
a concise evolutionary history of the medium, profi les of individual 
images from collectable photographers – from Julia Margaret 
Cameron to Andreas Gursky - along with a thorough exploration 
of the practical concerns of collecting photography. This clarity of 
structure is further aided by the smart heavyweight design, with 200 
colour images, resulting in a truly beautiful object in itself.

The overall approach of the book is to tackle the understanding of the 
photograph through the understanding of the image.  When this is 
combined with a detailed and meticulous practical section – covering 
the aspects of valuing, caring for, displaying and conserving a print 
- the result is a book that is not only a democratising piece of work 
but invests the material with a potential for longevity.  One only has 
to refer to the last work on the subject – the well informed but rather 
lumpen Collecting Photography by Gerry Badger from 2003  – to see 
how quickly reliance on contemporaneous observations are dated.

Of course, Noble includes observations on the current state of the 
Art market, however the primary emphasis is on imparting a rounded 
understanding of the subject with a view to empowering the reader.   
Noble is an assured writer of verve and vibrancy, with a style that is 
a joy to read and a passion for the subject that is infectious.  Indeed, 
at it’s heart, this book is an impassioned call to arms, placing a large 
amount of responsibility for the future development of the medium 
on the collector.
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Angela Starkey Hill 1939-2006

Paul and Angela Hill began the Photographers’ Place in Bradbourne, 
Derbyshire in the mid-1970s where they ran residential workshops 
until the mid 90s. Now there is a whole generation (or two) of 
photographers who have little idea of what these workshops were, 
and what they meant to the participants.  I shall try to explain 
because to do so is in itself a fi ne and fi tting tribute to Angela who 
died in August.

Paul and Angela, Angela and Paul – the two were a team without 
which the Photographers’ Place could not have been what it was. 
While Paul was the public face, Angela worked behind the scenes 
organizing the daily parade of food, occasionally smoothing ruffl ed 
feathers, and generally making sure that all ran smoothly.  Angela 
remained resolutely in the background during the workshops, a 
quiet, strong and ever-smiling presence.  Often I would retreat from 
the heady heights of photographic discussion to fi nd Angela in the 
kitchen in the midst of preparing the noon or evening meal. There 
I could momentarily come back to solid earth. There I also learned 
more about Angela herself – the fact, for instance, that she was also 
a photographer and had met Paul when he was a journalist on the 
Wolver Hampton Express and Star writing a showbiz column for 
which she provided photographic portraits.  I also caught up with 
news of the children, Samantha and Dominic, who were the same 
ages as my own. It was always a delight to see the three of them 
leaving or arriving on horseback. Angela’s fi rst love had been horse 
riding and to that she returned, raising horses, riding and teaching . . 
. both children became accomplished horse people – Dominic now 
a stunt rider in fi lm and television.

But what was ‘the place,’ as it was simply known,  like?  Physically 
it consisted of two stone cottages, (one occupied by Paul, Angela 
and the children, the other providing eating,  sleeping and living 
quarters for students) and a barn for Angela’s horses with a purpose 
built addition for group sessions and a darkroom. There was also a 
caravan where, if one were lucky, one could put down a sleeping bag 
to share space with one or two rather than three or four others.  We 
all queued for the one bathroom beginning or continuing discussions 
about the meaning of photographs. But if the physical conditions 
were ‘spartan’, the mental space, beginning with the extensive 
library of photographic books, was expansive.  It was this that drew 
all sorts of people from all corners of Britain (and possibly the world) 
to this far corner of Derbyshire.  We came looking for enlightenment, 
for a way to give our own voices to our photography, searching for 
our ‘personal truths’. And we found openness, encouragement, a 
genuine sharing of feelings, thoughts and knowledge on the part of 
both the students and the renowned photographers who came as 
leaders; the experience transformed countless lives. 

Such workshops are now a thing of the past, part of a bygone 
era, but their ethos and spirit continue in what grew out of them: 
London Independent Photography, Independent Photography in 
the Southeast and Inscape Magazine.  Time always brings change; 
today Paul runs the MA course at De Montford University, the 
workshop cottage is now occupied by Samantha, her husband and 
two children  - and although Angela is no longer there, her quiet 
presence will linger long in so many memories.

Virginia Khuri    September 2006

from the left Samantha, Paul, Angela, Dominic.
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